The benefits of being corporate ETA member are numerous and include the following:

1. Representation of the company's logo (linked) on the ETA website.
2. Possibility to link the ETA website to the company's website.
3. Access to ETA membership list (however, the availability of the Members’ personal data is at the exclusive discretion of the Central Office only).
4. Possibility to sponsor one of the annual ETA prizes with the company's name attached to the award, providing the opportunity to have the company represented during the award ceremony.
5. Possibility to be a sponsor of the ETA activities (such as the ETA website, the ETA newsletter, other ETA publications, ETA-endorsed regional meetings, and educational courses), with the right for advertisement in the sponsored activity.
6. Possibility to organize satellite symposia at the annual meetings after approval of EndoScience.
7. Possibility to support ETA - webinars.

A minimum amount of corporate membership fee should be **10,000 € annually** for at least two consecutive years.

Further benefits according to the wishes from the company would also be possible and could be negotiated.

For further information on ETA, you can visit our website at [www.eurothyroid.com](http://www.eurothyroid.com).